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About This Game

Super Man Or Monster is a monsterfilled, explosive, third person action game with a delightful 8-bit style. You choose if you
want to fight with MAN to protect the world, or be a MONSTER and destroy it!

Super Man Or Monster?!

Man - Build your army, fly around with your jetpack and blast monsters. Anything you deploy you can pilot yourself, from
turrets and tanks to helicopters! Kick ass. Monster - Bash, stomp and wreck cities with brute force and special powers like

fireballs and body slams. Bring the chaos!

What's so super about it?

We’re taking the classic Man Or Monster (a simple voxel browser game) to the next level by adding all stuff we didn’t have time
for back then. We've added controller support, full screen retro visuals, lots of new content and a splitscreen local multiplayer

mode that's pretty awesome if we do say so ourselves (we do)!

Features

Play as Man or as Monster. Two very different experiences for the price of one!

Explore more than 30 of the world’s biggest cities in glorious cubestyle.
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Splitscreen local multiplayer game mode: Man versus Monster.

Unlock tons of units, monsters, special attacks and trophies.

8-bit look now in three dimensions.

Super catchy retro chiptunes!

A jetpack and fart-attacks. Need I say more?
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Title: Super Man Or Monster
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Xform
Publisher:
Xform
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 260 or ATI 4850

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Dutch
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THE ONLY THING THAT PREVENTS THIS FROM BEING A PERFECT 10/10 GAME IS THE LACK OF THE
MONSTERS BEING ABLE TO USE ALL OF EACHOTHERS ATTACKS needs update for that AND the human has one non
unlockable weapon under the screen of tanks and stuff and i somehow wound up with 31 man coins but PLEASE GIVE THE
MONSTERS AS FREE USE OF ALL OF THEIR WEAPONS AS THE VERY OP MAN! some things extremely challenging
especially the time bonuses on missions! All of the monsters need the fart attack like in the original Man Or Monster LOL. but
in every other way great job :) !!!

P.S.If they all farted with the original Man Or Monster animations when they use the Fart Attack it would make my day. update
needed.. You can't run this game in a 4K resolution (3840 X 2160 or 4096 X 2160)! This game is great, but there is no excuse
for not supporting a resolution over 720P!. Great game, it's definantly the best kaiju game out there, without even being a
licensed godzilla product, it catures every essential feature oe should have. The game it captures it all perfectly how fun
smashing or defending cities should be.

The gameplay is fun for both campaigns and i can see myself running through the game multiple times just for fun.

The developers are open and accept reasonable critisism and are well deserving of support. This game deserves a great deal of
love and attention in order to allow these brilliant guys to carry on with further projects and titles, be they using this IP or
another. Worth the price and worth the time Visually stunning, designs are unique and iconic in their own way without feeling
stale. Designs of everything suits the game perfectly and are aesthetically pleasing.. AWESOME GAME. Great monstrous
game!. Fun concept, hilarious game. I thoroughly enjoyed setting up my turrets and tanks while waiting for the monster to show
up. Will definitely play more.
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VERY NICE GAME! MY KID AND I LIKED IT VERY MUCH! please allow multiple type of units for the MAN to initially
deploy in splitscreen and Increase the number. Looking forward for more improvements! Thanks for this cool game =). pretty
good game. really good game thats worth it and maybe be a hidden gem 10/10. pretty good game. Really fun game in which you
can either save the town or choose to destroy it, depending on your character choice. Hence the name, 'Super Man Or Monster'
which is fitting to say the least, given the old school look and feel of the game. Not sure if I would have paid $12 for it, happily
atleast. To be fair that is mostly due to the fact that I got it for half off when it was on sale.. Really fun game in which you can
either save the town or choose to destroy it, depending on your character choice. Hence the name, 'Super Man Or Monster'
which is fitting to say the least, given the old school look and feel of the game. Not sure if I would have paid $12 for it, happily
atleast. To be fair that is mostly due to the fact that I got it for half off when it was on sale.

Release date: October 31!:
Trick Or Treat! Super Man Or Monster is coming to PC this Halloween already! That's super-duper incredibly soon already. We
bet you did not see that coming. As you know, a lot of developers just delay and delay to annoy people. At Xform, we don't do
that. When it's done, it's done :)

Check out the brand new teaser here: https://youtu.be/1gfEnj5dH5U

. Xform Discord server is now open!:
Discuss Super Man Or Monster 24/7 on the brand new Xform Discord server! Read all the latest news straight from the
development team. Discuss bugs, suggestions, gameplay. You name it. See you there!

[discord.gg]. Bier und Wurst at Gamescom2017:
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You can come meet us in Cologne at Gamecom 2017! Please drop us a line on @XformGameDev or info@xformgames.com.
If you just want to say hi and drink a beer, look for us at the bars between the halls. See you there!
. Support Xform Games on Patreon:
Greetings SMOM fans all over the world!

Xform is busy trying to get more of their webgames available as downloadable titles. Support the effort by joining them on
Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/xformgames
or discussing their games on Discord: https://discordapp.com/invite/cgQRb2j

See you there!

Diederik / Xform

[www.patreon.com]. MONSTER SALE! 50% off, get the game now for less than $7 !:
If you wanted to get SUPER MAN OR MONSTER, but were short on cash the last few weeks, NOW is the time to get it.
Seriously, this is such a good deal, you'd be a fool not to get it.
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. Splitscreen Gameplay:

Check out the video here: https://youtu.be/f3N7-n7YL0U. Splitscreen Feedback wanted!:
As you might know the splitscreen mode of the game still has some balancing issues. If you are unlucky as Man, the Monster
can kill you in a single attack. Or, Man can be in luck with the weapon pickups he gets, or deploy units that are impossible for
you to destroy as a Monster.

We've had lots of good feedback already! But we need more!

Do you have ideas on the following:
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* Order of the unlocking of units and monsters
* Which units and special attacks are available
* The rules of the game mode
* How the menu screens work etc.

All your feedback and suggestions are more than welcome on the... 'Feedback and Suggestions' section of the forum!

Thanks a lot for your ideas!

Diederik / Xform
P.S. We could really use some more reviews on the store page, so if you haven't left one yet, please do! :)

. SMOM Special Sale to celebrate BR5HD launch!:
To celebrate the launch of our HD remaster of Burnin' Rubber 5 HD, you can now pick up Super Man Or Monster at a 25%
discount. The game is so unique in gameplay and look, you really need to give it a chance. It's exactly as much fun as it looks on
the trailer!

Oh, and when you're done don't forget to check out Burnin' Rubber 5 HD too!

Diederik / Xform. OUT NOW! Get it with a 25% launch discount!:
UTRECHT, THE NETHERLANDS – October 31, 2017 - Game development studio Xform released their explosive monster
filled action game 'Super Man Or Monster' on Steam.
Watch the monstrous trailer here: https://youtu.be/9LNiPaXmA0A
Super Man or Monster is available now on the Steam Store for $12.99 with a 25% launch discount.

Thanks for all your support so far!

Diederik / Xform and Pieter / Xform
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